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DIRECTION SKETCH TEN HAAFT GMBH KELTERN

How to find us:
1  Please leave the highway A8 at the indication „PFORZHEIM WEST“ and drive straight  

      in direction to „Keltern Birkelnfeld”. 

2  Take the first exit right on the Dietlinger Strasse in direction to „ Keltern / IKG DAMM  

     FELD”.

3  After that take the first exit right in direction to „ IKG DAMMFELD”.

4  Turn left on the crossing in direction to „ Keltern / IKG DAMMFELD”.  

5  Take the first exit in the roundabout traffic to the commercial area “IKG DAMMFELD“.
6  There you find our new location under the following address:

ten Haaft GmbH
Neureutstraße 9
75210 Keltern
Tel. 07231/ 58588-0

Geographical coordinates:
Decimal notation:  N 48.886250°, E 8.632150°
Decimal minutes notation:  N 48° 53.175, E 8° 37.929
Degrees-minutes-seconds notation: N 48° 53‘ 10.50“, E 8° 37‘ 55.74“
UTM coordinates notation:  32U E 473033 N 5414876

IKG Dammfeld
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Access for customers
only by gateway 3
Hoheneichstraße 31
75210 Keltern

Customer car park
Hoheneichstraße 36
75210 Keltern

Please be careful with data entries into your navigation devices!
7  Description for the direction to our ten Haaft head oce for caravans or mobile homes

The direction to our head oce can only be found by entering „HOHENEICHSTRASSE”.
The „IKG DAMMFELD“ is on the area of both municipalities, Keltern and Birkenfeld.

On most navigation devices the entry „HOHENEICHSTRASSE” is referring to the municipality
of Birkenfeld. For this reason, please enter the following address:

1. target address:

Zentralservice ten Haaft GmbH
Hoheneichstraße 31
75217 Birkenfeld

If your navigation system does not recognize this address, please put in:

2. target address:

Zentralservice ten Haaft GmbH
Hoheneichstraße 31
75210 Keltern

8  Our mobile home car park for the caravans and mobile cars of our customers is located in
 the „HOHENEICHSTRASSE” (number 36), diagonally opposite to our works entrance.

For further information please do not hesitate to contact us.


